Introduction
Health professionals educated in and practicing Western medicine in multicultural settings often face moral dilemmas resulting from exchanges with patients whose cultural background holds different beliefs and standards than does their own. For example, one of the best known is that of female genital mutilation (FGM). The main argument held by societies in which FGM is traditionally practised is that the prohibition of the practice would lead to the dissolution of the society's cohesion. The moral objection, however, is that FGM is intrinsically wrong. As emphasised by Rachels 1 , if a practice is harmful -as it is with FGM -there is an objective moral reason to condemn it.
But there are some cultural practices and beliefs which are not as clear when it comes to moral judgment. As health professionals, we should be culturally sensitive. We ought to respect other cultures' values and show appropriate tolerance for various reasonable cultural codes and beliefs. This, however, does not mean that all beliefs and practices are equally admirable or that we ought to withdraw moral judgements that strike us as being clearly justifiable or right. These attitudes reflect nothing but moral relativism.
Moral Relativism
Relativism is the theory that the choice between competing or conflicting theories is arbitrary since there is no objective truth. It states that conflicting judgements can be equally correct or equally justified. 2 For example, let us look at the nature of cultural traditions. Gyekye 10 defines traditions as, "… anything that has endured through generations … usually associated with the hallowed ways, beliefs and practices of our forefathers …". Moreover, as he later identifies 11 ,
"To say that a belief or practice is handed down to a generation is to say that it is bequeathed to the generation, passed on to it." Thus, beliefs and practices are placed at the disposal of subsequent to criticise: accept, revise, refine, preserve, depreciate or abandon. Likewise, it would nowadays seem strange if Donna's Scottish ancestors had not seen any further need for painting their faces blue and thus abandoned the tradition. But this is not to say that criticisms are necessarily aimed at renouncing the entire complex of a given inherited tradition, only some features of it. The reason for this is that the whole legacy of a past cannot be disavowed all in one sweep and at one time. 12 If one accepts this position, then the` idea that we can and do judge our cultural traditions contradicts the argument from cultural relativism that says 'they admit of no argument'. 13 In addition, if cultural relativism is true then one has to admit that what is right or wrong is decided by our society's norms and standards. But then we have a problem for somewhere it must be decided just who has the authority to define basic moral principles of a given culture. For example, a secular liberal who belongs to the same society as a fundamentalist Christian is bound to differ concerning moral rules and codes of conduct. So just which position in the society is the absolute -the ethical or moral one? If cultural relativism is true, there is no room for 'conversation' -for moral progress. 
Conclusion

